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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Executive summary
The security situation in 2018 was reflected in
another year of high levels of national alert in
both France and Belgium, with yellow alert
level being maintained in Parliament’s three
places of work and its liaison offices. Tightened
security arrangements were therefore
maintained at all times in order to guarantee an
appropriate level of security and vigilance,
whilst safeguarding the continuity of
parliamentary activities and keeping
Parliament open to the public. Despite the high
alert level, Parliament welcomed a large
number of external events and visitors in 2018.

In this context, DG SAFE worked throughout
2018 to continue to strengthen security at
Parliament in line with the relevant decisions
taken by the Bureau and its operational and
strategic objectives, as well as working on the
implementation of three major new projects
approved by the Bureau at the very beginning
of the year:

- All administrative and operational
aspects of the new operational framework for
security and safety tasks to be performed on an
annual basis, approved by the Bureau in
January 2018, were implemented.

- In March 2018, the Secretary-General
adopted implementing procedures for the rules
on security and safety in the European
Parliament approved in January 2018.

- Lastly, in the context of the update of
the rules governing the use of Parliament’s
premises by outside bodies as a central point
for organising events on its premises in
Strasbourg, as approved by the Bureau in

February 2018 DG SAFE, carried out a
comprehensive analysis to identify all the
measures and resources needed to meet this
new requirement.

The implementation of the multiannual plan for
the modernisation and integration of
Parliament’s access control facilities (iPACS),
adopted by the Bureau on 9 March 2015, also
continued to progress in line with the timetable
laid down. A visible first result of this will be the
forthcoming replacement of the access badges
used by Parliament’s staff. Newly elected and
re-elected Members, as well as their staff, will
receive their new badges when they take up
their duties following the elections.

At interinstitutional level, enhanced security
cooperation continued and made it possible to
achieve substantial progress. The following
should be mentioned:

- As regards access policy: the
conclusion of an agreement on reciprocal
exemption from security checks by Parliament,
the Commission, the European External Action
Service, the Economic and Social Committee
and the Committee of the Regions. Officials
and members of these institutions can now
access all the institutions’ buildings without
security checks. The Commission and
Parliament have also exempted their retired
colleagues from security checks.

- As regards alerts policy: a new alert
system developed in cooperation with the other
EU institutions will make for a more
coordinated approach at interinstitutional level.
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Thanks to excellent cooperation with DG INLO,
the wide-ranging process of enhancing the
security of all Parliament’s buildings requested
by the Bureau has almost been completed. As
part of that work, almost all of Parliament’s
access points in Brussels and Strasbourg have
been completely upgraded, and as well as
other peripheral security works have been
completed. The two DGs also worked closely
together in 2018 to draw up a new proposal for
a general policy on Parliament’s car parks,
including the future introduction of an automatic
vehicle recognition system at all car park
entrances and exits, together with a badge
reader to optimise the safety, management and
use of the car parks. Another aspect of the
cooperation between DGs SAFE and INLO
during 2018 which should be highlighted was
the preparatory work for the implementation of
their joint PPP project on the relocation of the
unloading bay (which also involved cooperation
with DG ITEC).

DG SAFE has, in addition, been continuing to
make all the necessary arrangements for the
operation of the two new sectors of activity
brought together within the Protection Unit:
close protection of the President of Parliament
and armed guards to guarantee the security of
Parliament’s strategic locations. Thanks to the
progress made in the recruitment procedures,
obtaining firearms licences, training and
drawing up the relevant rules, the President
has had armed close protection since
September 2018.

Part of the team of agents who will be assigned
to carry out surveillance of Parliament’s
strategic locations was assembled and took up
their duties on 1 February 2019 in Brussels and
Strasbourg. Following completion of all the
procedures relating to the carrying of weapons,

from March 2019 these agents will be armed.
On the basis of the Memorandum of
Understanding signed the previous year, DG
SAFE drew on the support and expertise of the
Belgian Federal Police throughout 2018 in the
selection and physical and other training of all
armed personnel.

The policy of professionalisation, which is the
cornerstone of Parliament’s security policy,
continued. Even excluding the area of
prevention, first aid and fire safety, thousands
of hours of professional training were delivered
in 2018.

Professional training itself also underwent a
major change in 2018. In agreement with DG
PERS, DG SAFE took over the sole
responsibility for managing the budget line
allocated to professional training. The training
sector have since then become an independent
training centre managing the main part of its
budget (in cooperation with the Budget Unit) as
well as the planning, processing and
organisation of training courses for DG SAFE
staff.

Also in the area of training, throughout the year
DG SAFE pursued its safety, first aid and fire
prevention strategy based on the development
of a network of volunteers and an extensive
programme of professional training for security
and fire prevention staff, and for Parliament
officials and other staff, with a view to ensuring
that a large number of people with training in
evacuation techniques and first aid are present
in each building.

The first phase of the project to assess, adapt
and harmonise the security measures taken at
the liaison offices (EPLOs) in the Member
States was also completed in 2018. This
involved finalising the assessment of the
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physical security and operational status of all
the EPLOs and identifying all the specific
upgrading needs. The second phase of this
project, which will consist of implementing
specific upgrades, will have to be carried out in
close cooperation and by agreement with the
Commission.

It should also be emphasized, in 2018, DG
SAFE also organised two major events:

- The OPALE exercise, which
simulated an attack by armed terrorists in
Parliament’s buildings in Strasbourg,
organised in March 2018 in cooperation with
the French national police, in order to check
the effectiveness of the response
procedures for security forces within the
buildings in Strasbourg, and also to test,
internally, the establishment of the Crisis
Management Team and the structures and
responsiveness of the relevant departments
in the event of a terrorist incident;

- The Conference of Security Officers
in the National Parliaments of the European
Union, which took place in the European
Parliament in October 2018, with the aim of
fostering enhanced cooperation with
colleagues responsible for security in
national parliaments – which face the same
challenges, threats and constraints;

– to jointly identify best practices and to
establish a common security culture for all
elected chambers, while taking into account
the legal frameworks, functions and
parliamentary traditions of each of them.
Given the success of the conference, it will
be repeated in the future.

DG SAFE moreover extended the SMS
security alert system to all users of service
telephones. This system, previously limited to
the secretaries-general of the political groups
and to the top and middle management of the
Administration, will in future be used for all
Members and staff.

Lastly, the same high standards of budget
management were maintained as in the
previous year. The execution rate was 92.97%.
No late payment interest was paid and only one
exception was noted (see list of exceptions,
Annex 6.III).

Final appropriations were EUR 5 496 500 less
than initial appropriations (-15.7%) following a
series of transfers of appropriations to other
directorates-general. The carryovers payment
rate was 85.36%, which is in line with previous
years. The automatic carryovers from 2018 to
2019 of EUR 8 530 541 represent 31% of
commitments.

In 2018, the DG’s risk register was completely
revised to update not only the identified risks
and the action plans arising from them, but also
the first section relating to the environment of
the DG, which has changed significantly since
it was created. The links between certain risks
and DG SAFE’s PPP projects have also been
incorporated. Progress was made in a number
of areas and the experience gained made it
possible to refine the qualification of risks and
the way in which they are handled.
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ENVIRONMENT OF THE DIRECTORATE-GENERAL, OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS

2. Environment of the Directorate-
General, objectives and results

2.1 The Directorate-General
(mission statement,
operational context)
ENVIRONMENT OF THE DG
The security situation in 2018 was reflected in
another year of high levels of national alert in
both France and Belgium, with yellow alert
status being maintained in Parliament’s three
places of work and its liaison offices.

Tightened security arrangements were
therefore maintained at all times in order to
guarantee an appropriate level of security and
vigilance, whilst safeguarding the continuity of
parliamentary activities and keeping
Parliament open to the public.

Despite the high alert level, the Parliament
hosted in 2018 4 925 events organised by
Members or parliamentary bodies, which
involved accreditation procedures and security
checks for more than 210 000 external
participants and the issuing of almost 10 000
personal access badges.

In addition to the badges issued to participants
at conferences, seminars and other events, DG
SAFE issued more than 82 000 access badges
to various categories of users: new officials,
Members’ assistants, external service
providers, media representatives and
lobbyists. Some 7 800 individual badges were
issued to lobbyists alone, which were used to
access Parliament’s buildings more than
50 000 times.

This is without counting the numerous official
visits (which increased by more than 80%, from
357 in 2017 to 650 in 2018), individual visitors
and visitors managed by DG COMM, including
those to the Parlamentarium and the House of
European History. These figures highlight both
the openness of Parliament and the visitor
volumes managed by DG SAFE, whose
services assessed, analysed, facilitated and
managed all of these activities.

At the same time, DG SAFE worked throughout
2018 to continue to strengthen security at
Parliament in line with the relevant decisions
taken by the Bureau and its operational and
strategic objectives. Tangible results have
been achieved and considerable progress
made towards achieving each of the
operational and strategic objectives.

DG SAFE also worked on implementing major
new projects approved by the Bureau at the
very beginning of the year:

- The new operational framework for
security and safety tasks to be performed on an
annual basis;

- The rules governing security and safety
in the European Parliament; and

- The update of the rules governing the
use of Parliament’s premises by outside bodies
as a central point for organising events in its
premises in Strasbourg.

At interinstitutional level, enhanced security
cooperation with the other EU institutions
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continued, with significant progress being
made in various areas, in particular as regards
access policy and the alerts system.

In 2018, there was a major change in the area
of professional training. In agreement with DG
PERS, DG SAFE took over sole responsibility
for managing the budget line allocated to
professional training. The training sector have
since then become an independent training
centre managing the main part of its budget, as
well as the planning, processing and
organisation of training courses for DG SAFE
staff.

2018 OBJECTIVES AND ASSOCIATED RISKS

1. Implement on an annual basis the
operational framework for security and
safety tasks in Brussels and
Strasbourg:

Risk: MEDIUM

As this is a major reorganisation, the transition
period between the current and future systems
entails a number of risks relating to: the time
needed to adapt to the new structural and
operational framework for both services and
staff, taking account of specific personal
circumstances and the adjustments needed to
integrate certain staff into the annual planning,
the flexibility of the new schedule and
responses to unforeseen events.

2. Consolidate and step up Parliament’s
internal security:

● Fully establish the new Protection Unit, which
will comprise the team responsible for
providing close protection for the President and

armed personnel stationed at strategic
locations (PPP SAFE No 7);

● Set up and monitor all the projects and
procedures Parliament needs for an electronic
countermeasures programme and a team to
carry out sweeping;

● Fine tune the management of events, visits
and citizens’ initiatives in order to support the
policy of openness, transparency and a citizen-
based approach at the European Parliament
whilst ensuring the appropriate level of
security;

● Further develop synergies between the Risk
Assessment Unit, operational services and
accreditation;

● Draw up a plan for the adaptation of the
various areas on Parliament’s premises,
distinguishing between parliamentary activity
spaces, administrative spaces and public
access areas, so that visitors can move freely
around the authorised areas of the buildings,
and adapting the security level for all spaces to
their nature and purpose in both Brussels and
Strasbourg (especially in view of Parliament’s
aim to attract a growing number of visitors
outside part-sessions);

● Set up a new Single Dispatching Centre in
Strasbourg.

Risk: LOW to MEDIUM

Most of the actions under this objective have
been launched and are progressing according
to plan. However, the last two actions are
linked to preparatory work which will then have
to be endorsed by the appropriate decision-
making bodies and represent therefore a
medium risk.
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3. Consolidate and step up
interinstitutional cooperation on
security:

● Continue (once the process has been
restarted by the Belgian authorities) all
procedures relating to the vetting of all
categories of staff employed by external
service providers at the EU institutions under
the Memorandum of Understanding signed in
October 2016 by the European Parliament, the
Council, the Commission, the EEAS, the
Economic and Social Committee, the
Committee of the Regions and the European
Defence Agency with the Belgian Government.
Finalise the signing of similar Memorandum of
Understanding for Luxembourg and
Strasbourg (PPP SAFE No 6);

● Continue working towards the introduction of
an interinstitutional access badge.

Risk: LOW

All the measures and procedures needed to
achieve the various elements of this objective
were taken or initiated.

The risk is therefore limited, although it should
be borne in mind that achieving this objective
will hinge on the degree of responsiveness of
the partners with whom DG SAFE negotiates
(Luxembourg and French authorities,
European institutions).

4. Continue to implement the Bureau
decision of 9 March 2015 on the iPACS
project, keeping strictly to the timetable
set (PPP SAFE No 3):

Risk: MEDIUM

All measures were taken to implement the
decisions reached and keep to the timetable
set by the Bureau. However, the achievement
of this objective will depend on the
procurement procedures to be launched and
their human resources repercussions and also
on the good coordination between the various
DGs involved thus constituting a medium risk.

5. In close cooperation with DG INLO,
continue to apply the Bureau decision of
16 April 2016 on improving the level of
protection at all Parliament’s buildings at
the three places of work and creating
external security perimeters around them
(PPP SAFE No 5) and, also in cooperation
with DG ITEC, implement the plan to
relocate the unloading bay in
cooperation with the Commission and
the Council (PPP SAFE No 9).

Risk: LOW

The various actions needed to achieve this
objective are in progress, some of which
involve collaboration with DGs INLO and ITEC
in order to ensure that they are implemented in
accordance with the schedules presented to
the Bureau. The risk of not realizing this
objective is therefore low.

6. Continue implementing the prevention,
first aid and fire safety strategy (PPP
SAFE No 4). Continue developing the
network of volunteers and the programme
of professional training for security and fire
prevention staff, and for Parliament officials
and other staff, with a view to ensuring that
a large number of people with training in
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evacuation techniques and first aid are
present in each building.

Risk: LOW

After the prevention, first aid and fire safety
strategy was drawn up, a test phase was
launched in 2015. Following the success of that
test phase and the acquisition of all the
equipment needed to implement it
successfully, the strategy will be extended to all
Parliament’s buildings. The inherent risk is
limited to the availability of participants and the
number of volunteers.

7. Continue to assess, adjust and
harmonise security measures at
Parliament’s liaison offices in the
Member States.

Risk: MEDIUM

The inventory of existing security measures
and equipment and assess security measures
to be taken at the liaison offices, with a view to
harmonising levels of security, was undertaken
in the previous two years. According to the
liaison offices, the risk associated with the
implementation of adequate security measures
lies, on the one hand, in cooperation with the
Commission and, where appropriate, with the
local authorities, and, on the other, in the need
to launch procurement procedures tailored to
local circumstances. To do this, contacts are
established between the various stakeholders.

2.2 Key results and progress
towards achieving objectives
Key results and progress towards achieving
both strategic and operational (PPP) objectives
include:

 Implement on an annual basis the
operational framework for security and
safety tasks in Brussels and Strasbourg
(Operational Objective No 1)

On 15 January 2018, the Bureau approved the
new operational framework for security and
safety tasks to be performed on an annual
basis.

In the light of the experience gained since
Parliament’s security services were
internalised in 2012, and taking into account
the recommendations of the Medical Service
and the opinions expressed by many members
of staff at ad hoc meetings with the Director-
General, DG SAFE drew up a new operational
framework for security and safety tasks to be
performed on an annual basis in order to
comply in full with the following principles:
work-life balance, equal treatment,
transparency, versatility and simplification.

This framework also includes in-service
training as an essential component of the
professionalisation of security and has been
designed in such a way as to take full account
of considerations linked to health and
biorhythms by establishing a work structure
that ensures a balance between day, night and
weekend work.

Following the Bureau’s approval of the new
framework, in 2018 it was prepared and
implemented, entering into force on 26 March
2018 in Brussels and on 16 April 2018 in
Strasbourg.

In parallel, the relevant services of DG SAFE
worked to draw up the annual plan for 2019 and
each staff member received a personal
calendar for 2019 in November 2018.
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 Consolidate and step-up Parliament’s
internal security (Operational Objective
No 2)

● As regards the integration of the new
Protection Unit, which will comprise the team
responsible for providing close protection for
the President and armed personnel stationed
at strategic locations (PPP SAFE No 7),
progress was made in 2018 on the action and
procedures needed to make these two new
areas of activity operational.

A selection procedure for temporary staff to join
the President’s close protection team was
launched with the support of Parliament’s
Talent Selection Unit, with a view to drawing up
a reserve list. That procedure ran through 2018
and the list of successful candidates was
published in early 2019.

Pending the completion of all the procedures
relating to the carrying of weapons, the
specialised training and the performance of
psychotechnical tests, in 2016 DG SAFE made
available, from among the existing staff who
were identified as having proven experience
and the training and skills required for close
protection, four unarmed FGI contract staff
members to accompany the President.

Thanks to the progress made in the recruitment
procedures and the obtaining of firearms
licences, the President has had armed close
protection since September 2018.

The 2016 amended budget approved the
allocation of 34 SC posts and one AD post to
set up the team of armed guards to provide
security at strategic locations on Parliament’s
premises. An EPSO open competition notice
was published in September 2018 and the list

of successful candidates is expected to be
published by the end of 2019.

Pending the results of the competition and the
establishment of the reserve list, a call for
expressions of interest was launched which led
to five temporary staff members being recruited
and 11 FGI staff members with the relevant
skills being selected in 2018.

All these individuals (four in Strasbourg and 12
in Brussels) took up their duties on 1 February
2019. The procedures relating to the carrying
of weapons are being completed and all these
staff members should be armed as of March
2019.

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed
with the Belgian Federal Police in 2017 to
provide assistance in the selection and
physical and other training of all armed
personnel. DG SAFE drew on the support and
expertise of these services throughout 2018,
particularly in relation to the physical and
shooting tests that all the candidates selected
to join the two armed services had to undergo
after their recruitment interview.

Lastly, at internal level, following the approval
by the Bureau of the Rules on Security and
Safety in the European Parliament in January
2018, DG SAFE worked closely with the Legal
Service to draft implementing rules for the use
and deployment of service weapons by this
new category of staff; the rules were adopted
by the Secretary-General in March 2018.

At the same time, DG SAFE analysed and
defined a series of internal procedures relating
to the future armed personnel, in particular as
regards general and specific instructions,
tasks, interactions and synergies with unarmed
personnel, the chain of command, deployment
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(including strategic locations for the personnel
responsible for their protection) and, in
cooperation with the Medical Service, random
blood-alcohol tests.

● As regards the establishment of an electronic
countermeasures programme and a team to
carry out sweeping, the procurement
procedures for the purchase of equipment are
under way and the contract is expected to be
signed before summer 2019.

The team of specialists responsible for
sweeping, who will need to have in-depth
knowledge, extensive technical experience
and appropriate and ongoing training (to keep
abreast of technical developments), still needs
to be set up.

● As regards drawing up a plan for the
adaptation of the various areas on Parliament’s
premises, distinguishing between
parliamentary activity spaces, administrative
spaces and public access areas, so that
visitors can move freely around the authorised
areas of the buildings, and adapting the
security level for all spaces to their nature and
purpose in both Brussels and Strasbourg
(especially in view of Parliament’s aim to attract
a growing number of visitors outside part-
sessions), considerable progress was made in
2018:

- First, following the Bureau’s approval in
February 2018 of the update of the rules
governing the use of Parliament’s premises by
outside bodies as a central point for organising
events on its premises in Strasbourg, DG
SAFE carried out a comprehensive analysis to
identify all the measures and resources needed
to respond to this new frequency of use of
Parliament’s premises in Strasbourg outside

part-sessions, while ensuring the security of
property and people.

Among the measures identified, DG SAFE
proposed an adaptation of areas based on a
distinction between the reception of visitors and
of conference participants. Visitor groups, both
in Brussels and Strasbourg, are not subject to
a risk analysis and are confined within a closed
area from which there is no access to
Parliament’s administrative or parliamentary
areas. In the case of conferences or events
involving more than 100 external visitors, DG
SAFE systematically provides opinions, taking
account of the nature of the conference and the
participants, carries out ad hoc risk analyses
and adapts its arrangements as required.

In order to guarantee the same tailor-made
service for the operation of a conference centre
in Strasbourg, DG SAFE proposed the creation
of a dedicated conference area and
corresponding route, which would be
separated, and inaccessible, from the existing
visitors’ route.  In close cooperation with DGs
INLO and COMM, the perimeter of the
conference area and its route were defined,
making use of existing structures and limiting
infrastructure work to the placing of doors and
technical access controls intended to isolate
the area from the activities of the rest of the
buildings.

- In addition, DG SAFE worked on
securing the visitor areas (known as ‘public
spaces’) which offer no direct access to
Parliament’s parliamentary and administrative
areas. As part of this work it carried out a
extensive analysis based on a risk
assessment.

Taking into account the specific features of
these areas, the dual objective of security and
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openness and the overall visitors’ strategy
drawn up by Parliament, this analysis proposes
three separate security options, highlighting for
each option the residual risks associated with
the scaling back or non-application of the
protective measures employed in Parliament’s
administrative and parliamentary buildings.

● As regards establishing a new Single
Dispatching Centre in Strasbourg, DG SAFE
worked throughout 2018 on preparations for
this project. Several dispatching centres
currently exist alongside each other in
Strasbourg. For obvious reasons of operational
efficiency, this merger into a single centre
bringing together the general security and fire
prevention functions is one of DG SAFE’s
priorities. In this context, DG SAFE cooperated
closely with DG INLO to identify the areas to be
allocated to this single centre as well as the
fitting-out work needed to ensure that the areas
will have all the security and technical
equipment required.

While waiting for these areas to be made
available, DG SAFE has already begun
defining the dimensions of the technical
equipment to be used, and negotiated with DG
LINC over the use of its framework contract for
acquiring the equipment.

The work to set up a dispatching centre in
Luxembourg under way in cooperation with DG
INLO is connected with the construction of the
new KAD building.

 Consolidate and step up
interinstitutional cooperation on
security (Operational Objective No 3)

● As regards the Memorandum of
Understanding signed on 18 October 2016
between the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs

and the EU institutions in order to provide for a
system of systematic screening of all external
service providers employed by the institutions
(PPP project No 6), screenings resumed in
January 2018 after an interruption for legal
reasons on the Belgian side.

Unfortunately, the screening process has been
suspended again since May 2018 following a
new negative decision by the Belgian appeal
body. A further amendment to the legislation
has since been tabled, but no precise date for
resuming screenings has yet been defined.

Despite the complex background to this
process, 450 employees of external companies
working for Parliament were screened in 2017
and 540 in 2018.

In addition, efforts undertaken in 2018 to
conclude similar agreements with the
Luxembourg and French authorities made
progress:

Luxembourg: an amendment to the law
reforming Luxembourg’s police force to allow
the police to carry out this type of security
screening was approved by the government
and ratified by Luxembourg’s Parliament in
early 2018. A Memorandum of Understanding
is now being drafted.

Strasbourg: French legislation seems to make
the signing of a similar agreement less
straightforward, but, pending more formal
agreements, the French authorities agreed to
carry out ad hoc checks.

● As regards the plan to introduce an
interinstitutional access badge, an
interinstitutional working group headed by
Parliament is currently working on the
introduction of electronic recognition of the
access badges of the European institutions.
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This mutual recognition of access badges is
now technologically possible thanks to the
implementation of the iPACS project in
Parliament, which was approved by the Bureau
in March 2015.

The IT system for managing physical security
being installed as part of the iPACS project is
the same as that used by other EU institutions
(e.g. the Commission, the Economic and Social
Committee and the Committee of the Regions).
Standardisation of access and control policies
is now technologically and organisationally
feasible.

Pending technical recognition of the access
badges of the various institutions, in late 2018
Parliament concluded an agreement on
reciprocal exemption from security checks with
the Commission, the European External Action
Service, the Economic and Social Committee
and the Committee of the Regions.

Officials and members of these institutions can
now enter all the institutions’ buildings without
security checks.

● Lastly, it should be stressed that the new alert
system developed, in light of experience, in
cooperation with the other EU institutions will
allow a more coordinated approach at
interinstitutional level. This new system makes
the use of alerts more flexible, providing for a
combination of standard measures (common to
all the EU institutions) and optional measures
(taking into account the specific structural and
functional characteristics of each institution). It
was endorsed through Parliament’s Rules on
Security and Safety, which were approved by
the Bureau in January 2018. The services of

DG SAFE subsequently worked closely
together with the Legal Service to draft
implementing procedures setting out the
standard and optional security measures as
well as their application in Parliament. Those
implementing procedures were adopted by the
Secretary-General in March 2018.

 Continue to implement the Bureau
decision of 9 March 2015 on the iPACS
project, keeping strictly to the timetable
set (Operational Objective No 4, PPP
SAFE No 3)

The gradual implementation of this multiannual
project continued throughout 2018 and is
expected to be completed in 2020, in line with
the timetable approved by the Bureau. In this
context, all access control systems at the
entrances to Parliament’s buildings in Brussels,
Strasbourg and Luxembourg – for people and
vehicles – were already migrated to the new
iPACS system in 2017.

In 2018, the same operation was carried out for
all access points at the Luxembourg and
Strasbourg sites. There are now no access
points managed using the old system (CA/TA)
at either of these two sites.

In Brussels, the preparatory work for launching
invitations to tender for the ASP and JAN
buildings started in 2017 was completed and a
first reopening of competition was concluded in
October 2018. On this basis it will be possible
to migrate all access points in the ASP building
by September 2019.

A second reopening of competition was
launched at the end of 2018. This will focus on
the three Montoyer buildings (30, 70, 75), as
well as the Remard building and will be
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concluded in early 2019. In addition, the
specifications for upgrading the CCTV facilities
at the three sites were also finalised in 2018,
with a view to launching reopening of
competition in early 2019.

Work to prepare the introduction of new badges
with a new electronic microchip was also
carried out in 2018. The new access badges
should be deployed in the coming months. The
access badges of Parliament staff should be
replaced in the first half of 2019. Newly elected
and re-elected Members will receive their new
badges when they take up their duties following
the elections.

 In close cooperation with DG INLO,
continue to apply the Bureau decision of
16 April 2016 on improving the level of
protection at all Parliament’s buildings
in the three places of work and creating
external security perimeters around
them (Operational Objective No 5, PPP
project No 5)

DG SAFE worked closely with DG INLO
throughout 2018 to carry out the work to
improve infrastructure in Brussels and
Strasbourg approved by the Bureau in April
2016 and continued to implement a range of
measures mandated by the Bureau to secure
the perimeter around Parliament’s core
buildings in Brussels and Strasbourg.

In addition to taking steps to secure the
entrances and perimeter, in 2018 DG SAFE
also worked closely with DG INLO to draw up a
new proposal for a general policy on
Parliament’s car parks, including the future
introduction of an automatic vehicle recognition
system at all car park entrances and exits,
together with a badge reader to optimise the
safety, management and use of the car parks.

 Continue to implement, in cooperation
with DGs INLO and ITEC, the project to
relocate the unloading bay, in
cooperation with the Commission and
the Council (Operational Objective No 5,
PPP SAFE-INLO No 9)

The ad hoc working group made up of
representatives of DGs SAFE, INLO and ITEC
worked throughout 2018 to identify and
coordinate all operational aspects connected
with the running of the new external warehouse
at Neder-Over-Heembeek (NOH site) and
develop a set of internal procedures.

Negotiations between DG SAFE and the
Commission’s Security Directorate and
between DG INLO and the Commission’s DG
Infrastructure and Logistics (OIB) were
concluded at the same time and service-level
agreements are now ready for signing for both
the security and the logistics aspects.

 Continue the prevention, first aid and
fire safety strategy (Operational
Objective No 6, PPP project No 4)

Throughout 2018 the relevant services of DG
SAFE continued to develop the network of
volunteers and the professional training
programme for security and fire prevention
staff, as well as for Parliament officials and
other staff, with a view to ensuring that a large
number of people with training in evacuation
techniques and first aid are present in each
building.

The project is being implemented on the basis
of an extensive programme of specific training
tailored to each category of responder.

In this context, several types of training were
given in 2018:
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- Training in evacuation procedures for
volunteers from Parliament’s staff (307 staff
members trained at the three sites);

- Initial and refresher training in
evacuation procedures for security and
dispatching staff (402 staff members trained in
Brussels);

- Additional training for volunteers in first
aid (323 staff members at the three sites);

- Additional training for volunteers in the
use of a defibrillator (71 staff members at the
three sites);

- Additional training for volunteers in the
use of extinguishers (27 staff members at the
three sites).

 Continue to assess, adjust and
harmonise security measures at
Parliament’s liaison offices in the
Member States (Operational Objective
No 7)

As regards the liaison offices, DG SAFE
continued to implement the EPSEP project to
assess, examine, consolidate, improve and
harmonise the physical measures, security
measures and current facilities of the EPLOs.

The inventory of existing security measures
and equipment and assess security measures
to be taken at Parliament’s liaison offices, with
a view to harmonising levels of security, which
began in 2016, continued throughout 2018.

In December 2017, 21 out of 35 EPLOs had
been assessed. In 2018, 14 missions were
organised to carry out an assessment of the
situation and of the security systems and
equipment in place. All the EPLOs have
therefore now been analysed.

On the basis of the initial assessment of the
physical security situation and operational
status of each EPLO, the second phase of this
project will consist of specific upgrading work.

All the analysis and assessment reports have
been sent to the relevant services of DG INLO
and DG COMM as well as to the European
Commission.

As the Commission is the lead institution, or at
least shares space with the Parliament in most
of the EPLOs, it will necessarily be an integral
part of the second phase of the project. Any
upgrading work will need to be done in close
cooperation and by agreement with the
Commission.
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3. Resources management

3.1 Human resources
As at 31 December 2018, DG SAFE had 756

members of staff: 161 officials and temporary
agents and 595 contract agents.

Compared with 2017, the number of posts in
the establishment plan had decreased, for the
following reasons:

- one AD post was placed at the disposal of the
institution,
- two AST posts became SC posts,
- one AST post was reinstated,
- lastly, in line with the interinstitutional
agreement on reducing staff by 5%, DG SAFE
lost two AST posts.

ESTABLISHMENT PLAN

AD AST AST/SC Total AD AST AST/SC Total

Permanent posts 36 119 45 200 37 122 43 202

Temporary posts 0 12 0 12 0 12 0 12

Total 36 131 45 212 37 134 43 214

on 01/01/2017on 01/01/2018

NUMBER OF STAFF ON 31.12.2018

Officials 157

Temporary staff 4

- in temporary posts 3

- in permanent posts 0

- offsetting staff working part time 1

Contract staff 595

Seconded national experts (SNE) 0

Agency staff 0

Total 756
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3.2 Financial and budgetary
management
As at 31 December 2018, initial appropriations
totalling EUR 34 820 000 had been reduced to
EUR 29 323 500.

INITIAL AND FINAL APPROPRIATIONS

Final appropriations were EUR 5 496 500 less
than initial appropriations (-15.7%) following a
series of transfers of appropriations between
directorates-general.
This reduction in DG SAFE’s budget was
mainly the result of a surplus of appropriations
identified in the second activity report following
changes of the planning of the project
timetable, the postponement of two tender
procedures to 2019 and end-of-year
appropriation adjustments. Appropriations
released during the year have enabled to
support projects carried out by other
directorates-general, by means of transfers of:

(i) EUR 1 200 000 to DG LINC,
(ii) EUR 3 150 000 to DG INLO,
(iii) EUR 1 530 000 to Parliament via the
mopping-up procedure.

Moreover, as DG PERS wanted to entrust the
management of training courses for security
staff to DG SAFE, the relevant appropriations
were transferred on 20 June 2018, increasing
DG SAFE’s budget by EUR 383 500.

FINAL APPROPRIATIONS AND
APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTED

Final appropriations: EUR 29 323 500.
Appropriations committed: EUR
27 261 306.08

The implementation rate is good and on a par
with previous years.

The remaining EUR 2 062 194 of
appropriations was not committed mainly
because of successful tender procedures
through which Parliament was able to secure
lower prices than initially expected.

APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTED AND
PAYMENTS MADE

The payment rate is in line with the
implementation rates in previous years and is
explained by the fact that:

- invoices for fire-prevention services
provided in November in Strasbourg and
Brussels were received very late, on 19
December 2018 (EUR 515 749.92) and could
not be paid until January 2019. Similarly,
invoices for security and fire-prevention
services provided in December 2018 at the
three sites will be paid only upon receipt, in
early 2019 (EUR 1 242 333);
- 2018 expenditure for the liaison offices
arising from the addendum to the
administrative arrangement signed with the
Commission's DG COMM will not be effected
until November 2019 (around EUR 417 600);
- contract expiry/renewal dates did not
coincide with the calendar year;
- the completion of a number of tender
procedures and the commitment of the relevant
appropriations right at the end of the year
(EUR 1 343 577).

Appropriations committed: EUR
27 261 306.08
Payments made: EUR 18 730 765.06
Implementation rate: 68.71%

Implementation rate: 92.97%
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USE OF AUTOMATIC AND NON-
AUTOMATIC CARRYOVERS FROM 2017 TO
2018

The level of unused appropriations are
essentially due to the late completion of
acceptance procedures for security equipment
or invoices that required the authorising officer
to recommit appropriations (almost EUR
1 000 000) against the current financial year.

USE OF APPROPRIATIONS
CORRESPONDING TO ASSIGNED
REVENUE

In 2018, all the revenue entered under
'Situation with regard to specific expenditure
appropriations/assigned revenue carried over'
was committed (EUR 117 148).

In 2018, EUR 115 005 was received as
assigned revenue during the financial year.
This amount corresponds to the payment of
security costs by third-party organisations
using Parliament’s premises for their
conferences, and also, for the first time, fees
paid by the European Ombudsman and the
European Data Protection Supervisor for the
provision by Parliament of a building for their
sole use. In addition, renting out commercial
spaces in Parliament generated EUR
19 109.39, in revenue, which DG INLO
transferred in the last month of the financial
year and which has been carried over to 2019.

Appropriations carried over: EUR 10 615 288
Payments made: EUR 9 061 149
Implementation rate: 85.36%

The payment rate for carryovers was 85.36%,
which is in line with previous years.
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4. Evaluation and effectiveness of
internal control, including overall
assessment of cost-effectiveness and
performance

4.1 Assessment of the
effectiveness and efficiency
of internal control
In 2018, in addition to the measures taken by
all financial actors to comply with internal
control standards, DG SAFE made staff aware
of those standards and then sent a survey to
the financial actors about them.

To do so, the Director-General first sent all staff
a communication informing them of the
standards and asking them to take note of
them. All the documents on the 16 standards,
in force at Parliament since 1 January 2015,
were accessible via the link on the
corresponding intranet page, including a
summary in French and English. Particular
emphasis was placed on the six standards
adopted by the Inter-DG Finance Working
Group, namely:

‘Ethical and organisational values’ (MICS 2),
‘Operational set-up’ (MICS 7) ‘Processes and
procedures’ (MICS 8), ‘Management
oversight’ (MICS 9), ‘Business continuity’
(MICS 10) and ‘Document management’
(MICS 11).

‘News’ on the existence and substance of
these standards was subsequently posted

twice on the landing page of the DG’s intranet
site (SAFEnet).

Finally, all financial actors were sent a survey
on four of the above six standards. Of the 51
recipients, 30 responded, a relatively high rate
(59%), giving a reasonably comprehensive
picture of the extent to which they were aware
and applying the standards.

Conclusion

The Minimum Internal Control Standards
adopted by Parliament refer to international
best practice in this area. In that context, the
internal control systems evaluation carried out
at DG SAFE this year leads us to the
conclusion that internal controls have been
introduced and are working properly (see
Annex V).

DG SAFE has set up an organisational
structure and internal control systems tailored
to the performance of its tasks, taking into
account the risks associated with the
management environment. The authorising
officer by delegation continuously assesses the
effectiveness and efficiency of the internal
control systems with a view to ensuring that
they are functioning as expected and that any
weaknesses in the controls that are detected
are corrected.
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4.2 Assessment of the costs
and benefits of the controls
Analysis of key performance indicators
regarding the quality of budget implementation
and procurement planning shows that:

- the specific instruments and
instructions in place in DG SAFE regarding the
degree of competence (ceiling for
subdelegations for budgetary acts and
statutory instruments provided for in the
Financial Regulation), as well as guidelines for
the processing of financial files (checklists,
circulation slips, table of financial actors, etc.)
are in force and everyone complies with them,

- the day-to-day vigilance of all financial
actors, particularly ex-ante actors, provides the
authorising officer with the assurance that the
resources made available meet the highest
quality standards.

The authorizing officer therefore considers that
the cost effectiveness of the measures is
proportional to the resources available.

4.3 Summary of internal and
external audits
In 2018, DG SAFE was involved in two joint
internal audits involving a number of other
directorates-general. The recommendations

from those audits apply to Parliament as a
whole and are in the process of being applied.
The procedures in question were:

- an audit of decentralised information
technology (IT) activities, of which three of the
eleven recommendations concern DG SAFE
and are aimed in a proportionate way at
improving the governance of projects,
strengthening the understanding of the
management of services and developing a
delivery-based culture in contract
management. A reflection has therefore been
launched within the services to enable their
gradual implementation given the operational
requirements of security and the continuity of
services.

- an audit of the activity reporting process:
among the recommendations made by the
internal auditor is the integration of the annual
objectives in the multi-annual planning of the
Strategic Execution Framework and the
appointment of an internal control coordinator.
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5. Statement of assurance

I, the undersigned, Elio Carozza,

Director-General, Directorate-General for Security and Safety

hereby declare, in my capacity as authorising officer by delegation, that I have reasonable
assurance that:

 the information contained in the report presents a true and fair view;
 the resources assigned to the activities described in the report have been used for their

intended purpose and in accordance with the principle of sound financial management;
 the control procedures put in place give the necessary guarantees concerning the

legality and regularity of the underlying transactions.

This reasonable assurance is based on my own judgement and on the information at my
disposal, such as the results of self-assessment, remarks by the Internal Audit Service, as
well as the lessons learned from the reports of the Court of Auditors for financial years prior
to that for which this declaration is being made.

I also confirm that I am not aware of any fact not set down herein that could be prejudicial
to the interests of the Institution.

Done at Brussels

On 15/02/2019

Signature:
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I. Budgetary implementation overview

DG SAFE
Code Appropriation type EUR ou % Formule

Appropriations of 2018
A Initial appropriations 34.820.000
B Final appropriations 29.323.500
C Commitments 27.261.306
D Commitments in % of final appropriations 93% D=C/B
E Payments 18.730.765
F Payments in % of commitments 69% F=E/C
G Cancellations of 2018 final appropriations                    2.062.194 G=B-C-K
H Cancellations appropriations in % of final appropriations 7% H=G/B

Appropriations carried forward from 2018 to 2019
I Automatic carryforwards from 2018 to 2019                    8.530.541 I=C-E
J Automatic carryforwards from 2018 to 2019 in % of commitments 31% J=I/C
K Non-automatic carryforwards from 2018 to 2019 0
L Non-automatic carryforwards from 2018 to 2019 in % of final appropriations                                 - L=K/B

Appropriations carried over from 2017 to 2018
M Automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 10.615.288
N Payments against automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 9.061.149

O Payments against automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 in % of
automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 85% O=N/M

P Cancellations of automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018                    1.554.139 P=M-N

Q Cancellations of automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 in % of automatic
carryover from 2017 to 2018 15% Q=P/M

R Non-automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 0
S Payments of non-automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 0

T Payments of non-automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 in % of non-
automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 0 T=S/R

U Cancellations of non-automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 0 U= R-S

V Cancellations of non-automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 in % of non-
automatic carryovers from 2017 to 2018 0 V=U/R

Assigned revenue in 2018
W Appropriations from assigned revenue in 2018 (current) 115.005
X Assigned revenue carried over to 2018 117.148
Y Balance of commitments on assigned revenue carried over to 2018 55.322

Z Payments in 2018 against appropriations from assigned revenue (current
and carried-over) 172.470

AA Payments in 2018 against appropriations in % of assigned revenue (current
and carried-over) 60% AA=Z/(W+X+Y)
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DG SAFE Situation des CrÃ©dits courants Exercice:

Page 01 /EditÃ© le 15/01/2019 Ã  12:21

2018 (en EUR)

03

01...
016..
0161.
01612

Total Titre  0,00 

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

Virements +
Budg. Suppl.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

 383.500,00  383.500,00  253.054,38  65,99  140.515,00  112.539,38  130.445,62 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 130.445,62 Total Poste  0,00  383.500,00  383.500,00  253.054,38  65,99  140.515,00  112.539,38 01612

01...



DG SAFE Situation des CrÃ©dits courants Exercice:
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2018 (en EUR)

03

02...

020..

021..

023..

0202.

0210.

0214.

0238.

02026

02102

02105

02140

02380

Total Titre  34.220.000,00 

IMMEUBLES, MOBILIER, EQUIPEMENT ET DEPENSES
DIVERSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT
IMMEUBLES ET FRAIS ACCESSOIRES

INFORMATIQUE, EQUIPEMENT ET MOBILIER

DÃ‰PENSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT
ADMINISTRATIF COURANT

FRAIS AFFERENTS AUX IMMEUBLES

INFORMATIQUE ET TÃ‰LÃ‰COMMUNICATIONS

MATERIEL ET INSTALLATIONS TECHNIQUES

AUTRES DÃ‰PENSES DE
FONCTIONNEMENT ADMINISTRATIF

SECURITE ET SURVEILLANCE DES IMMEUBLES

MATERIEL ET INSTALLATIONS TECHNIQUES

AUTRES DÃ‰PENSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT
ADMINISTRATIF

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

Virements +
Budg. Suppl.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

5.580.000,00-  28.640.000,00  26.819.500,16  93,64  8.258.722,89  18.560.777,27  1.820.499,84 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 525.695,19 

 99.947,20 

 7.000,00 

 1.104.736,35 

 83.121,10 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 18.670.000,00 

 430.000,00 

 170.000,00 

 14.060.000,00 

 890.000,00 

850.000,00-

 0,00 

20.000,00-

4.550.000,00-

160.000,00-

 17.820.000,00 

 430.000,00 

 150.000,00 

 9.510.000,00 

 730.000,00 

 17.294.304,81 

 330.052,80 

 143.000,00 

 8.405.263,65 

 646.878,90 

 97,05

 76,76

 95,33

 88,38

 88,61

 2.371.364,46 

 163.035,32 

 126.506,25 

 5.324.855,84 

 272.961,02 

 14.922.940,35 

 167.017,48 

 16.493,75 

 3.080.407,81 

 373.917,88 

 183.511,23  106.947,20 Total Article  600.000,00 20.000,00-  580.000,00  473.052,80  81,56  289.541,57 

 1.211.683,55 Total Chapitre  14.660.000,00 4.570.000,00-  10.090.000,00  8.878.316,45  87,99  5.614.397,41  3.263.919,04 

02026

02102

02105

02140

02380

0210.

021..

02...
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2018 (en EUR)

03

03...

032..

0320.
03200

Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 600.000,00 

 34.820.000,00 

DEPENSES RESULTANT DE L'EXERCICE PAR
L'INSTITUTION DE MISSIONS GENERALES
EXPERTISE ET INFORMATION : ACQUISITION,
ARCHIVAGE, PRODUCTION ET DIFFUSION

ACQUISITION D'EXPERTISE

ACQUISITION D'EXPERTISE

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

Virements +
Budg. Suppl.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

300.000,00-  300.000,00  188.751,54  62,92  131.303,13  57.448,41  111.248,46 

5.496.500,00-  29.323.500,00  27.261.306,08  92,97  8.530.541,02  18.730.765,06  2.062.193,92 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 111.248,46 Total Poste  600.000,00 300.000,00-  300.000,00  188.751,54  62,92  131.303,13  57.448,41 03200

03...
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2018 (en EUR)

02

02...

020..

021..

023..

0202.

0210.

0214.

0238.

02026

02102

02105

02140

02380

Total Titre  10.226.153,55 

IMMEUBLES, MOBILIER, EQUIPEMENT ET DEPENSES
DIVERSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT
IMMEUBLES ET FRAIS ACCESSOIRES

INFORMATIQUE, EQUIPEMENT ET MOBILIER

DÃ‰PENSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT
ADMINISTRATIF COURANT

FRAIS AFFERENTS AUX IMMEUBLES

INFORMATIQUE ET TÃ‰LÃ‰COMMUNICATIONS

MATERIEL ET INSTALLATIONS TECHNIQUES

AUTRES DÃ‰PENSES DE
FONCTIONNEMENT ADMINISTRATIF

SECURITE ET SURVEILLANCE DES IMMEUBLES

MATERIEL ET INSTALLATIONS TECHNIQUES

AUTRES DÃ‰PENSES DE FONCTIONNEMENT
ADMINISTRATIF

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
ReportÃ©s

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Reste Ã 
payer

 10.226.153,55  10.226.153,55  86,38  1.392.840,91  8.833.312,64  0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

 0,00 

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

Total Poste

 2.571.566,68 

 177.934,68 

 97.331,12 

 7.187.979,24 

 191.341,83 

 2.571.566,68 

 177.934,68 

 97.331,12 

 7.187.979,24 

 191.341,83 

 2.571.566,68 

 177.934,68 

 97.331,12 

 7.187.979,24 

 191.341,83 

 90,58 

 90,70 

*******

 84,37 

 94,66 

 242.306,47 

 16.546,32 

 0,00 

 1.123.766,79 

 10.221,33 

 2.329.260,21 

 161.388,36 

 97.331,12 

 6.064.212,45 

 181.120,50 

 258.719,48  0,00 Total Article  275.265,80  275.265,80  275.265,80  93,99  16.546,32 

 0,00 Total Chapitre  7.463.245,04  7.463.245,04  7.463.245,04  84,72  1.140.313,11  6.322.931,93 

02026

02102

02105

02140

02380

0210.

021..

02...

Reliquat de
Conversion
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2018 (en EUR)

02

03...

032..

0320.
03200

Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 389.134,28 

 10.615.287,83 

DEPENSES RESULTANT DE L'EXERCICE PAR
L'INSTITUTION DE MISSIONS GENERALES
EXPERTISE ET INFORMATION : ACQUISITION,
ARCHIVAGE, PRODUCTION ET DIFFUSION

ACQUISITION D'EXPERTISE

ACQUISITION D'EXPERTISE

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
ReportÃ©s

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Reste Ã 
payer

 389.134,28  389.134,28  58,55  161.298,40  227.835,88  0,00 

 10.615.287,83  10.615.287,83  85,36  1.554.139,31  9.061.148,52  0,00 

 0,00 Total Poste  389.134,28  389.134,28  389.134,28  58,55  161.298,40  227.835,88 03200

03...

Reliquat de
Conversion



Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 0,00 

 0,00 

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

Virements +
Budg. Suppl.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

 0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

 0,00 Total Poste  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

 0,00  0,00 Total Article  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

 0,00 Total Chapitre  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 

DG SAFE Situation des CrÃ©dits reportÃ©s non-auto. (6) Exercice: 2018 (en EUR)

EditÃ© le 15/01/2019 Ã  13:50 Page 01 /01

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles
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2018 (en EUR)

01

02...
020..
0202.
02026

Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 0,00 

 0,00 

SÃ©curitÃ© et surveillance des immeubles

Poste IntitulÃ© Virements CrÃ©dits
an. cumulÃ©s.

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engag. E.C.

 115.004,79  115.004,79  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  115.004,79 

 115.004,79  115.004,79  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00  115.004,79 

CrÃ©dits
Disponibles

 115.004,79 Total Poste  0,00  115.004,79  115.004,79  0,00  0,00  0,00  0,00 02026

02...



DG SAFE Situation des credits reportes dep.spec RA Exercice:

Page 01 /EditÃ© le 15/01/2019 Ã  12:23

2018 (en EUR)

01

02...
020..
0202.
02026

Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 117.148,00 

 117.148,00 

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
Initiaux

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Soldes des
Engagements

 117.148,00  117.148,00 *******  0,00  117.148,00  0,00 

 117.148,00  117.148,00 *******  0,00  117.148,00  0,00 

 0,00 Total Poste  117.148,00  117.148,00  117.148,00 *******  0,00  117.148,00 02026

02...

CrÃ©dits
disponibles



DG SAFE Situation des engagements reportes dep.spec RA (nature 3) Ã  la fin du mois de JANUARY  Exercice:

Page 01 /EditÃ© le 17/01/2019 Ã  16:08

2018

01

02...
020..
0202.
02026

Total Titre

Total GÃ©nÃ©ral

 55.321,72 

 55.321,72 

Poste IntitulÃ© CrÃ©dits
ReportÃ©s

CrÃ©dits
Actuels

Engagements
ContractÃ©s

  %
Util.

Paiements
EffectuÃ©s

Reste Ã 
payer

 55.321,72  55.321,72  100,00  0,00  55.321,72 

 55.321,72  55.321,72  100,00  0,00  55.321,72 

Total Poste  55.321,72  55.321,72  55.321,72  100,00  0,00  55.321,72 

 55.321,72 Total Article  55.321,72  55.321,72  55.321,72  100,00  0,00 

Total Chapitre  55.321,72  55.321,72  55.321,72 *******  0,00  55.321,72 

02026

0202.

020..

02...

.
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III. List of exceptions - derogations from the rules
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EXCEPTIONS TO PROCEDURES

DECISIONS TO MAKE AN EXCEPTION TO THE APPLICABLE PROCEDURES AND RULES

DOCUMENT
REF.

RELEVANT
AUTHORISING
OFFICER

SUBJECT: AMOUNT VERIFIER’S
OPINION

VERIFIER’S
OPINION DECISION DECISION

FINORD REF.,
CONTRACT ETC.

CONFORMITY/NON
CONFORMITY JUSTIFICATION

RELEVANT
AUTHORISING
OFFICER

JUSTIFICATION

N/A
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WAIVERS/CANCELLATIONS OF RECEIVABLES

RECEIVABLE WAIVER/CANCELLATION PROCEDURES

DOCUMENT REF.
FINORD REF.,
CONTRACT, ETC.

RELEVANT
AUTHORISING
OFFICER

SUBJECT: AMOUNT AUTHORISING OFFICER’S REASONS FOR WAIVER/CANCELLATION

N/A
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IV. Results of assessments
N/A
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V. Assessment of the implementation of minimum internal control standards
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SELF-ASSESSMENT SUMMARY TABLE

STANDARD NO ACHIEVED ALMOST PARTLY STARTED TO BE STARTED

Section 1: mission statement and values

1. Mission statement

2. Ethical and organisational values

Section 2: Human resources

3. Allocation of staff and mobility

4. Staff assessment and development

Section 3: Planning and risk management

5. Objectives and performance indicators

6. Risk management procedure

Section 4: Operations and control activities

7. Operational set-up

8. Processes and procedures

9. Management oversight
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STANDARD NO ACHIEVED ALMOST PARTLY STARTED TO BE STARTED

10: Business continuity

11. Document management

Section 5: Information and financial reporting

12. Information and communication

13. Accounting and financial information

Section 6: Evaluation and auditing

14. Evaluation of activities

15. Evaluation of internal control systems

16: Audit reports
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COMMENTS ON THE OUTCOME OF THE ANNUAL SELF-
ASSESSMENT OF MICS PERFORMANCE

Standards assessed as ‘achieved’ – good practices
1. Mission statement

Each year, staff members are briefed on the mission of DG SAFE as a
whole and of its directorates and units. Details of the updated mission,
together with the respective annual objectives, are posted on the DG’s
intranet site (SAFEnet).

Individual staff members’ targets and objectives are set out in their
annual staff reports.

2. Ethical and organisational values

All staff members receive by email updates from the Secretary-General
or the Director-General of Personnel about parliamentary rules regarding
staff conduct, fraud prevention and reporting, the Staff Regulations, EP
internal rules, etc. This information, together with relevant documents
published by other directorates-general, such as the Financial Regulation
and its implementing measures, is also available at all times on
Parliament’s intranet.

The end-of-year survey to the financial actors confirmed that they were
all aware of the provisions applicable to Parliament staff regarding ethics
and integrity, the code of conduct and the code of good administrative
management.

In addition, the DG maintains an inclusive culture and operates a zero-
tolerance policy towards discriminatory behaviour and attitudes on a day-
to-day basis, but also by organising training and other initiatives
throughout the year.

3. Allocation of staff and mobility

Staff allocation is fully integrated in the budgetary procedure, so as to
guarantee the optimum deployment of resources in line with political
priorities and the objectives set. It follows a consultation process which
gives all units/directorates the opportunity to state their needs to meet
their targets. The allocations are re-assessed during the year in line with
needs arising in the DG.

In view of the specific nature of DG SAFE’s activity, most of its staff are
exempt from mobility requirements.

4. Staff assessment and development

DG SAFE launches the individual staff assessments at the beginning of
each year, in accordance with the rules in force. All staff members in the
DG are then assessed by their respective line managers against the
individual annual (operational and training) targets set for them at the
beginning of the year.

In addition, DG SAFE ensures that security staff careers are constantly
developed by implementing an ambitious ongoing professional training
policy and measures to foster a safety and security culture within
Parliament. Despite the specific nature of their duties, efforts are being
made to bring the working conditions of security staff as closely as
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possible into line with those of officials and other servants through the
adoption of a new human resources management strategy which seeks
to guarantee compliance with the Staff Regulations, proper working
conditions and personal well-being for security and safety staff, a good
work-life balance, higher professional standards, professional
recognition and career enhancement. Finally, the training courses
organised throughout the year keep their level of motivation high.

5. Objectives and performance indicators

All staff members are informed of the objectives of the directorate-
general, the directorates and the units at the annual meeting held at the
beginning of the staff assessment exercise. They can also consult the
objectives at all times on SAFEnet, the DG’s website.

Specific performance indicators for each DG SAFE activity are
established by the units/directorates, while the Parliamentary Portfolio
Projects (PPPs) are regularly monitored at DG level.

In addition, the indicators established by the inter-DG steering group
Finance are also monitored by the Budget Unit.

6. Risk management process

Risk management is a daily concern for DG SAFE staff members in the
context of all their activities. Containment procedures and regularly
updated contingency plans have been established at every level.

7. Operational set-up

On the basis of each staff member’s responsibilities, DG SAFE’s
organisational structure provides for specific delegations of authority, for
example in the fields of IT and finance, and supervision in line with the
nature of the duties involved. In the light of the procedures in place, no
post has thus far been classified as sensitive.

8. Processes and procedures

DG SAFE processes and procedures are established for both operational
and administrative units, in particular in the form of checklists. They are
regularly documented and updated to ensure compliance with internal
and financial rules.

In particular, financial control and circulation lists are regularly updated
and improved. All financial management operations are explained,
justified and recorded. Any exceptions or other observations are
recorded in FINORD and set out in the annex to the annual activity report.
The main guide to processes and procedures, entitled ‘Documentation of
procedures by authorising officers by delegation’, can be accessed on
the DG SAFE intranet site.

Almost 90% of the MICS survey respondents consider that the main
procedures are regularly updated, easily accessible and properly
documented. All of them know where to seek information regarding
financial actors and consider that this information is easily accessible.
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9. Management oversight

Management has introduced procedures to ensure that work is carried
out efficiently and in accordance with the rules in force.

In particular, procurement programming is closely monitored in order to
identify any anomalies. Similarly, the implementation of the budget drawn
up in year N-2 is closely monitored in year N. This allows optimum
management of appropriations during the financial year, including
reallocation to new projects or projects in other directorates-general.

12. Information and communication

Information and communication within DG SAFE mainly takes the form
of emails from the Director-General, use of service’s mailboxes, the DG
newsletter, DG SAFE intranet site and Away Days.

Regarding the campaign to raise awareness of internal control
standards, the Director-General sent a notification to all staff on 20 March
2018, followed by two reminders in the ‘News’ section on the first page
of DG SAFE’s intranet site, prior to the launch of the survey of all financial
actors on 10 December 2018; a further reminder was sent on 20
December 2018.

In addition, specific IT tools are available which are tailored to the needs
of the units. They are used to record instructions to staff and incident
reports, in order to ensure the efficient flow of information among staff.

13. Accounting and financial information

As regards budgetary planning and financial management, all
expenditure is closely monitored by the Budget Unit to guarantee sound
financial management in line with available budget.

Regular meetings are organised throughout the year between the Budget
Unit and financial actors in the operational units to provide a forum for
exchanges of ideas on procedural changes and/or difficulties
encountered in implementing the rules. The Budget Unit also organises
workshops to inform financial actors about new rules and procedures and
refresh their knowledge of internal DG procedures.

DG FINS also ensures that authorising officers are informed of all new
rules and updates through GEDA and that details are made available on
Parliament’s intranet.

In addition, all surpluses or deficits identified during the year are recorded
and substantiated in the periodic reports.

14. Evaluation of activities

Evaluations are carried out in line with the relevant standards and
simulation exercises are held either internally or with external assistance.
They are planned and organised in a transparent manner.  The results
are sent to the officials responsible so that the necessary strategic and/or
operational measures and decisions can be taken as soon as possible.

15. Evaluation of internal control systems
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In 2018, the Director-General sought to raise staff awareness of  internal
control standards and sent to all DG SAFE staff a communication
explaining their purpose and asking everyone to familiarise themselves,
through the links on Parliament’s intranet pages, with the 16 internal
control standards adopted by the Bureau in 2014 and in force since 1
January 2015. Particular emphasis was placed on six standards adopted
by the Inter-DG Finance Working Group, namely:

‘Ethical and organisational values’ (MICS 2), ‘Operational set-up’
(MICS 7) ‘Processes and procedures’ (MICS 8), ‘Management
oversight’ (MICS 9), ‘Business continuity’ (MICS 10) and
‘Document management’ (MICS 11).

Information on the existence and substance of these standards was
subsequently posted twice on the DG’s intranet site (SAFEnet). Finally,
a survey of four of the above six standards was carried out among all
financial actors.  Thirty out of 51 replied, a relatively high response rate
(59%), giving a reasonably comprehensive picture of the extent to which
staff are aware of and apply the standards.

The findings of the survey are being incorporated into the four standards
concerned.

16. Audit reports

The Budget Unit is the principal point of contact for the Internal Audit
Service and the Court of Auditors. It provides the audit services with
the information and documentation requested and replies to any
questions. Where the audit findings necessitate corrective measures,

the Budget Unit seeks to implement the recommendations and, where
necessary, draw up an action plan together with the operational units.

Standards assessed as ‘almost achieved’ – further work required
10: Business continuity

As regards ‘business continuity’, DG SAFE is following the instructions
drawn up by the Business Continuity Management (BCM) Unit, which
has been placed under the direct responsibility of the Secretary-General
following the Bureau decision of 3 May 2016.

In 2017, DG SAFE carried out an impact assessment of its activities
(Business Impact Analysis).

In 2018, DG SAFE was involved in preparations for the subsequent
phase of measures to ensure business continuity (BC) in the European
Parliament. The BC activities of DG SAFE, which support the core
activities of the European Parliament, have since then been broken down
into specific measures by the units directly involved.

DG SAFE has also drawn up an incident management plan, which
identifies the incident management team members within the DG and
their responsibilities, and an incident notification procedure. This
includes a communications toolbox to be used in response to any
incident or security breakdown. Following validation by the Director-
General, the plan was forwarded to the BCM Unit.

Internally, specific measures have been made to cover staff absences so
as to ensure business continuity. 90% of respondents to the MICS survey
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have confirmed the existence of these measures and that they have been
properly understood.

Moreover, the replacement and stand-by arrangements are closely
monitored and the financial and operational subdelegations kept
regularly updated.

11. Document management

All documents entering and leaving the DG are registered in GEDA.

As regards financial management and procurement, all original
documents are kept in the DG SAFE Budget Unit archives in Brussels. A
Document Manager has been appointed to ensure the proper physical
archiving of all documents in a secure environment.

More than 90% of MICS survey respondents are familiar with recording
and filing procedures. They also consider that personal data protection
measures are sufficiently well known in the DG and that sensitive and
confidential documents are adequately protected.

Furthermore, in the context of the modernisation of document
management processing in Parliament, DG SAFE has appointed a
Document Management Officer (RAD) and a Deputy Document Officer.
They attend meetings of GIDOC (Interdepartmental Group of Document
Managers) and its working groups, whose role it is to oversee the
development of document management system by harmonising working
methods and establishing a common electronic filing plan for the
institution.

To this end, a network of correspondents in the DG, the directorates and
the units, has been set up. It meets several times a year to ensure that
GIDOC’s recommendations are passed on and help draw up the DG’s
retention list and prepare for migration to the ERMS integrated
management software package. All those involved are encouraged to
attend appropriate training courses in line with the needs of the different
services.

The DG SAFE retention list is currently being finalised.
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VI. Procurement planning

N° PURPOSE
TYPE OF PROCEDURE

ENVISAGED
Contract

type

Duration
of the
future

contract

Situation as
at

31.12.2018

1 TISU
PHYSEC4EP/iPACS: Reopening of competition–
multiple framework contract 2015-015

Reopening of competition
Specific or

OF
-

2 Awarded
1 awaiting

tenders

2 TISU
Supply and maintenance of X-ray + metal detectors (3
sites)

OP
Framework

contract
4 years Published

3 TISU Standardisation of radio network + patrols on the 3 sites OP
Framework

contract
4 years Published

4 TISU IT integrator services OP
Framework

contract
4 years

Postponed to
2019

5 TISU Video wall for the dispatching OP
Framework

contract
4 years

Postponed to
2019

6 TISU
Mandatory X-ray inspection in Bxl in line with national
rules

NP 3 candidates Direct 4 years
Postponed to

2019

7 TISU Supply of degaussers (destruction of electronic docs) NP 3 candidates OF One-off Awarded
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8 TISU Security arrangements for Athens Liaison Office NP 3 candidates Direct/OF One-off
Dealt with

directly by DG
INLO

9 TISU
Supply and maintenance of X-ray at Stockholm Liaison
Office

NP 3 candidates
Framework

contract
4 years Awarded

10 TISU Maintenance of X-ray at London Liaison Office NP 1 tender Direct 4 years
Postponed to

2019

11 TISU
Supply and maintenance of X-ray at Vienna Liaison
Office

NP 3 candidates Direct 4 years
Dealt with

directly by the
Commission

12 TISU General security equipment in liaison offices OP
Framework

contract
4 years

Postponed to
2019

13 DIR A Raingear for security guards NP 5 candidates
Framework

contract
4 years Awarded

14 DIR A + TISU ID scanners for accreditation NP 3 or 5 candidates
Framework

contract
4 years Cancelled

15 DIR A + B Fire-safety services and external patrols in Brussels OP
Framework

contract
4 years Preparation

16 DIR A + B Fire-safety services and external patrols in Strasbourg OP
Framework

contract
4 years Preparation

17 DIR B Fire extinguisher maintenance at Paris Liaison Office NP 1 tender Direct 4 years Awarded

18 DIR B Fire extinguisher maintenance at Rome Liaison Office NP 1 tender Direct 4 years Preparation
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19 DIR B
Nuclear, biological, chemical and radiological (NBCR)
protection equipment

NP 1 tender or 3
candidates

Direct 4 years Cancelled

20 PPU Security training services OP
Framework

contract
4 years

4 (out of 5)
lots awarded

21 PPU Training in management of major security incidents (Bxl) NP 1 tender OF One-off Awarded

22 PPU Driving training NP 3 candidates OF One-off Awarded

23 PPU Training for ‘AMOK’ incidents NP 3 candidates OF One-off Awarded

24 PPU Training 4 days Business Continuity NP 3 candidates OF One-off
Awaiting
tender.

PPU Personnel and Planning Unit

TISU Technologies and Information Security Unit

OP open procedure

NP negotiated procedure
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VII. Performance indicators (result indicators) – Finance

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (result indicators) – FINANCE
DG
SAFE Remarks

Activity Ind. Objective Name
Indicator name and/or
description of indicator

Target

Budget management A1 Follow budgetary matters
% of budget execution (commitments)
with respect to annual and final budgets

> 99% 92.97%

This is in line with past rates thanks to the
management by DG SAFE of security and safety
services and various contractual commitments. See
point 3.2 of AAR

Budget management A2 Follow budgetary matters
% of budget execution (payments) with
respect to commitments

> 65% (carry
over
excluded)

68.71%
This is in line with past rates

Budget management A3 Follow budgetary matters
% of payments executed on carried

over appropriations
>95% 85.36%

This is in line with past rates. See point 3.2 of AAR.

Financial management B1
Satisfactory average delay
for paying invoices

Average payment delays (days) < 30
15.6
days

I.e. 2.05 days less than for Parliament as a whole:
17.65 days

Financial management B2
Satisfactory average delay
for paying invoices

Percentage of payments executed
within contractual time, in terms of
value and number

>95% 100%

Financial management B3
Satisfactory average delay
for paying invoices

% of late payments resulting in an
obligation to pay interest

0% - No late
payments
resulting in

0%
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an
obligation to
pay interest

Procurement &
contracts

C1

Ensure adequate planning
of procurement procedures
and ensure that procedures
are launched within the
deadlines

% of procedures planned [at the
beginning of the year] which are
launched within the defined timeframe

80% 66.67% The current security situation necessitates a high
degree of responsiveness and requires DG SAFE to
adapt priorities to the needs of the institution.

Procurement &
contracts

C2
Ensure proper planning of
procurement procedures

% of procedures launched outside the
initial planning

< 20% 33.33%
The current security situation necessitates a high
degree of responsiveness and requires DG SAFE to
adapt priorities to the needs of the institution.

Control (audits, internal
controls)

D1
Limit the number of
exceptions and derogations

Number and total value of
commitments and payments necessity
the reporting of an exception to the
rules

0% 1 Procedure based on manufacturer’s exclusivity
(licences)

Advice on financial
circuits, procedures and
financial systems

E1

Establish and provide advice
on financial circuits,
procedures and financial
systems

% of users satisfaction survey rating in
financial management assistance

Participation
in the

survey (>
50%) and

high level of
satisfaction

(70% of
satisfaction)

59%


